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Introduction
Surgery has long been neglected in the global public health arena, but evidence is accruing for the enormous global burden of surgical disease. At the same time, interest has been growing among both practicing and future surgeons-in-training to improve access to surgical care in developing countries. A national survey administered to resident members of the American College of Surgeons showed that 92% of respondents would be interested in an international elective during residency, and 85% plan to offer volunteer services during their future practice. Several formal, structured international surgery rotations have been implemented within U.S. surgical residencies, and other fellowship and volunteer opportunities for global surgery are emerging. In order to better understand the international surgery goals and interests of our own general surgery residents, we designed and administered a global health interest survey.

Methods
A simple 10-question survey was designed for the initial assessment of global health interest among categorical general surgery residents in the Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital (RWJUH) program. Information was collected on previous global health experience, current interest in a global health program during residency and future career interests in global health. Response format was mainly binary (yes/no) with provision of free-text commentary as well for many of the questions. The survey instrument was administered from October 2010 to January 2011, primarily through the online program Survey Monkey. A link to the online survey was sent to all categorical residents via email. In order to augment the response rate, a few of these surveys were also printed and distributed as hard copies during conferences. All responses were anonymous.

Results
27 out of the 36 total categorical residents in the RWJUH program completed the survey—a 75% response rate. Responses were fairly evenly distributed across all PGY levels. 97% of respondents would support a global health curriculum within our residency. While only 25.9% had previously participated in global health programs, the majority (88.9%) were interested in getting involved at some point during their career. Furthermore, all of those surveyed would support fellow residents who chose to take 2-4 weeks of elective time to participate in global health initiatives, specifically noting that the best times would be during their mandatory year or their PGY-4 year.

In the subgroup of residents who planned to contribute to global health in the future (n=24), the most preferred endeavor was volunteering surgical services (91.7%). Other activities that attracted major interest included practicing surgical abroad (regardless of location) (66.7%), volunteering trauma services (62.5%), practicing surgery abroad in developing nations only (50%), and training the physician and healthcare workforce (50%). (Figure 1) We also asked this subgroup how much time (a minimum and maximum amount) they would want to spend abroad working on a global health initiative. Because we left this question open-ended, we received a variety of responses ranging from one week to years. We also did not specify whether the minimum or maximum amount of time was a one-time, lifetime, or annual experience. Most residents responded with an absolute amount (e.g. 1 week) whereas others specified an annual amount. It is difficult to accurately infer the full meaning of these responses without more detailed or probing questions, however the results are conservatively presented in Figure 2 based on the shortest amount of time stated (i.e., “1 week/year” was placed in the 0-1 week category; “few weeks” was categorized as > 2 weeks – 1 month, etc.) For those who stated they would participate yearly, we also placed them into the annual experience. Most residents – 68.4% – indicated a minimum time of less than 4 weeks long, and 61.9% indicated a maximum in terms of months, ranging from 1 month to 6 months. As previously mentioned, some of them may have intended to serve their minimum or maximum amount of time on an annual basis. 28.5% would be willing to spend a maximum time in terms of years, and more than 20% said that at minimum, they would volunteer on an annual basis.

Conclusions
The results of the survey indicate that there is tremendous interest and support for global health among Robert Wood Johnson general surgery residents. Much of this interest pertains to providing surgical care, and given that the majority of these young physicians would like to participate in such activities in their future careers, it would be beneficial for them to have that opportunity and experience available during their training. We will need to ask more detailed questions, perhaps in the format of focus groups or individual interviews with interested persons, in order to gain a better understanding of what our residents desire from a global health experience and what concerns they may have prior to or during the experience. Their responses will be used to guide the development of our global health program, which may in turn serve as a model for other residencies at RWJUH as well as other U.S. surgical residencies. Our hope is that by introducing global health into their training early on, our residents will continue to incorporate it into their practice throughout their careers.
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